


ESSCA-BUDAPEST

SUMMER EXCHANGE PROGRAM 2018

June 18 – July 13 (4 WEEKS)



Module Title Hours ECTS

Humanistic Management and Leadership 45 6

Economic and Business Opportunities between Europe and Asia 45 6

Module Title Hours ECTS

International Marketing and Logistics 45 6

Self Development (Personal and Role Development) 45 6

The programme enables each student to earn up to 12 ECTS credits, equivalent to 6 US credits.

TRACK 1

TRACK 2



NATIONALITY Pax Age Personalities

Filipino 7 26 – 35 Competitive ; fun ; always together as a group

French 4 Early 20s
Rarely talk bec. not so much good in English but they are 

nice and civil

German 1 Early 20s Active ;  friendly ;  smart

Brazilian 1 Early 20s Active ;  has strong personality

Italian 1 Mid 20s
Active ; easy to approach ;  friendly ; interested in 

learning one’s culture

Chinese 3 25-40
Not that active in class ; rarely participate ;

asleep during class

Taiwanese 1 Early 30s
Always asks questions ; give or compare examples based 

on their country ;  friendlyT
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NATIONALITY Pax Age Personalities

Filipino 7 26 – 50+
Very active in class ; friendly ; loves to take selfies ; 

“cliquish”

Chinese 6 21 – 25
Sometimes noisy ; friendly ; most were undergrads and 

inexperienced

Vietnamese 1 Mid 20s
Inactive ; almost always late (fashionably late) ; rides a 

scooter to school

Brazilian 1 Early 30s Very kind and smart ; behaved in class

Italian 1 Mid 20s
Very kind and smart ; competitive ; much close to 

Filipinos ; mature

Malaysian 1 Mid 20s Sweet and kind ; friendly ; funny ; brings a lot of food

Peruvian 2 Mid 30s Sweet ;  very active in class ; mature

Australian 2 Early 20s Smart ; fluent ; have strong personalitiesT
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CLASS SCHEDULE

Varies by Track

Subject to last-minute changes

CLASS STRUCTURE

Lectures ; Partner / Group Work

Field Trips

FIELD TRIPS

Track 1 – Huawei, Eisberg (salad maker), 

Deloitte, Indonesian Trade Promotion Center

Track 2 – Research Facility, Coal Mines

SCHOOL WORK

Marketing & Logistics Paper + 30-sec TVC

Personal Diary ; Examinations

FACILITIES

WiFi ; Vending Machines

Study Area ; Printing Service via Eva

SCHOOL EVENTS

Orientation ; Welcome Lunch

Cooking Event

















Low High Notes

Schengen Visa 3,536 3,536 Via Hungarian Embassy at BGC

Travel Insurance 1,813 2,600 Standard Insurance, Pacific Cross

AGSB Tuition 33,175 50,175 MBA-Standard ; MBA Regis

Airfare 44,420 59,000 Multiple connecting flights ; Emirates

Airbnb 21,000 30,000 Harminckettesek tere 4 (1BR, 1BA 3 pax)

Food 8,800 11,000 Php 400 / day ; P500 / day

Transportation 1,766 1,766 Budapest Monthly Travel Pass (HUF 9500)

WiFi / SIM Card 1,500 3,756 Vodafone ; T-mobile ; Telenor

Others 1,400 1,400 ISIC ; TOR ; Student Cert. ; Bank 

Statement ; Visa Photos 

TOTAL (Waived) 117,410 163,053 ESSCA Tuition-waived

If Paying Student 78,201 78,201

TOTAL (Paying) 196,111 241,254 With ESSCA Tuition

Ave. Total (Waived) 139,982 USD 2641

Ave. Total (Paying) 218,182 USD 4116C
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TRANSPO ACCOMM FOOD MISC TOTAL Mode

Budapest - - - 2,000 2,000

Prague 2D1N 3,000 1,441 800 1,000 6,241 Bus

Vienna 2D1N 1,291 2,584 800 2,000 6,675 Bus

Bratislava 1D 1,547 - 400 700 2,647 Bus

Paris 3D2N 7,009 12,626 1,200 2,500 23,335 Flight

Brussels 2D1N

2,740

1,927 800 1,000 6,467 Train

Amsterdam 3D2N 7,227 1,200 1,200 9,627 Train

TOTAL 15,587 25,805 5,200 10,400 56,992 USD 1075S
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“The best thing I learned from the summer exchange

program is being open to differences and new things. We are

equipped with knowledge and skills to begin with, but

allowing ourselves to simply open up and immerse to a

different educational environment and various cultures would

pave the way to learning more. To quote Steve Jobs, ‘Stay

hungry, stay foolish’, we have to constantly crave for learning

in order for us to grow and be better, but we have to empty

our cups first. All in all, it was definitely a remarkable yet

humbling experience that would not only be worthwhile in the

academe and at work, but in life.”

Celine De Jesus

Track 1

LESSONS



“The best thing about the exchange program is embracing

the interconnected world of business. You get to interact in a

multi-level and multi-cultural learning environment while you

learn about yourself. You learn how to be agile in adapting

and integrating different cultural views to solve and make

sound business decisions.”

Emman Tan

Track 1

LESSONS



“I found ESSCA's approach unique because it integrated both marketing and

logistics in one course – two fields that are highly specialized and typically

organized separately in the corporate world. The course took a holistic view

with an international focus, emphasizing that both are closely tied to each other

and must be considered together when introducing a new product or service to

a foreign market (e.g., the international product launch must have a clear and

solid logistics plan). Another important point was that a firm must thoroughly

understand and research the target market, immerse even, to increase its

chance of success. (A "before-after" graphic, for example, can differ in the

Middle East where people read from right to left.) The Self-Development

course opened up new levels of understanding of my own uniqueness and how

this affects my interaction with others, especially people I manage directly as

the current head of supply chain of a major retail chain. The subject dealt with

relevant and useful topics such as personality, ego states, conflict resolution

styles, career anchors, and even personal mission and purpose and focused

on my developmental needs as an individual and as a professional.”

Rankine Ruel Novabos

Track 2LESSONS



“The summer exchange program we recently had in ESSCA-Budapest was

indeed a learning goldmine. Studying International Marketing and Logistics

under the tutelage of globally experienced professors had given us a fresh

perspective on how these two fields go together in successfully bringing one

product to a country—from sourcing raw materials to advertising, until the point

of consumption. We studied market research, consumer behavior and

strategies that effectively communicate a brand across different cultures. The

Personality Development subject, meanwhile, warmly touched our core as it

allowed us to know ourselves better through various life lessons and group-

sharing activities. It made us closer with our international classmates as well!

Overall, studying abroad (including side travels) had been a life-changing one.

It significantly expanded our worldview and honed our sense of self-reliance in

adapting to a completely new environment. It’s an experience unlike any other

that I am just forever thankful for.”

Adrian Val Lopez

Track 2

LESSONS



• Leave from work for 4-5 weeks

• 6-digit cash-out that could have 

been used for something else

• Intense preparation

• A test of wits and wisdom trying 

to best represent the Ateneo and 

the Philippines

• A test of discipline, resilience and 

independence

• A test of character dealing with 

strong personalities

• A test of character dealing with 

household chores

• Shorter term (4 weeks) than usual 

AGSB term (15 weeks)

• 6-digit cash-out that you can consider 

as investment to be an international 

student

• More practical and cheaper way to tour 

around Europe

• A career boost and competitive 

advantage

• A way to expand your worldview and get 

new knowledge and ideas

• Get friends from different parts of the 

globe

• Prestige to represent the Ateneo and 

the Philippines

• A boost for your passport

• A great way to find yourself

• Pictures!!! And lots of stories to tell

IS IT

WORTH

IT?


























